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1: Academic Essay Title Generator - The Best Academic Essay Title Generator
Creative Business Strategies' Tony Shays shares inspirational motivational quotes about perseverance, determination
for small business owners, entrepreneurs and life.

All men have wandering impulses, fits and starts of generosity. But when you have resolved to be great, abide
by yourself, and do not weakly try to reconcile yourself with the world. The heroic cannot be the common, nor
the common the heroic. The slogan press on has solved and always will solve the problems of the human race.
Small people always do that, but the really great make you feel that you, too, can become great. Genius I
cannot claim nor even extra brightness but perseverance all can have. Not even if well-meaning parents,
relatives, friends, and colleagues tell you to get a real job. You work hard to get good and then work to get
better. You quit when the gorilla is tired. On the contrary, if you falter, and give up, you will lose the power of
keeping any resolution, and will regret it all your life. Every time you conquer one it makes you that much
stronger. If you do the little jobs well, the big ones will tend to take care of themselves. It is the small pebble
that causes you to stumble. Pass all the pebbles in your path and you will find you have crossed the mountain.
I never heard of anyone ever stumbling on something sitting down. Kettering With ordinary talent and
extraordinary perseverance, all things are attainable. The time will pass anyway; we might just as well put that
passing time to the best possible use. Yet at the hundred-and-first blow it will split in two, and I know it was
not the last blow that did it, but all that had gone before. Riis I think a hero is an ordinary individual who finds
strength to persevere and endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles. Great works are performed not by
strength, but perseverance.
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2: The Military Female Soldier With Unwavering Stubbornness | Chapter Perseverance
Creative; 9 Most Popular Poem on Perseverance. He stresses the importance of perseverance in life and also
encourages the readers to confront the fears.

Recommended resources Planning tools Every character trait lesson provides two blank planning cards. As
you review the idea options for each lesson, use a planning card to note the ones you would like to try. This
will be your framework for your lesson and serves as a reminder during the week. Use either the point form or
calendar form of the planning card â€” whichever suits your needs best. At the start, and throughout each
lesson, pray that God will work in your children through your lesson activities. Kids talk with God The kids
talk with God section will help kids learn to pray and to invite the Holy Spirit to help them change their
attitudes and actions. As problems come up during the day, suggest talking to God about them. Speak a
blessing Changing old habits is hard work, and your child will need encouragement. This section will remind
you to affirm your child when you see him or her choosing God-honouring actions. Memory verses We
suggest that you choose at least one verse of Scripture to memorize early in your lesson. Aim to review it at
least once every day. Kick-off craft Once you have selected your memory verse, try to complete the kick-off
craft early in the course of your lesson, since the activity is a good way to introduce your chosen character
attribute. The resulting artwork will provide a focal point and a reminder of your theme for the remainder of
your lesson. Bible stories As you read your preferred Bible story, try to bring the story to life for your
children. Here are some ideas you can try: Use toys to act out the story. Then, have your kids act out the story
themselves as you read it once more. Select one or two props for an object lesson. For example, have each
child hold a rock as you read about hard-heartedness. Read with exaggerated expression, projecting intense
excitement or quiet tenderness, as appropriate. Try different times of the day for your Bible story. Kids who
are tired at bedtime may quickly forget the details. Creative discipline Even young children need to be taught
the truth about sin and its consequences, and the rewards God promises for those who repent and make better
decisions in the future. The Scripturally-based ideas in this section will help you convey the message, "I love
you and God loves you, but we cannot put up with your sin. Hands-on options The activities listed in the
hands-on options section help you turn everyday situations and tasks into fun, creative lessons for your
children. Every lesson presents at least eight hands-on options for you to choose from; some lessons have
many more. If you are viewing lesson content on the website, you can filter the hands-on activities if you
wish. Recommended resources Each character trait lesson includes a list of books, DVDs and CDs you may
wish to use to reinforce the trait you are studying. Of course, there are many such resources available, but you
can be confident that the titles in this short list convey messages that are consistent with Biblical truth.
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3: Perseverance | Creative Whim Garden
Creative discipline Determination to see a task through, no matter how unpleasant, is a very important attribute to build
into your children - one that will benefit them in their school years and throughout their working life.

From a conversation with T. A lot of people know you from your work running Bella Union, but you were
also a member of the Cocteau Twins. When your early career is defined by having been part of this iconic
band, does that loom like a specter over whatever you do later? I think it was because I knew how special
Cocteau Twins was, and I knew that a singer like Elizabeth Fraser is literally one in a million, if not a billion. I
was also conscious that anything that I did in the future would inevitably be compared to that band. So it is a
specter, in a way. We had started the label just prior to the band breaking up, so luckily there was this thing in
existence that I could throw myself into. I could temporarily ignore the fact that I was a musician for a minute
and pretend that I was only doing this label thing. Instead, I created something that I can be in control of
partially, but also have loads of options. Why be in any band at all, because no band is going to compare to the
Cocteau Twins? Doing a record label and working with musicians is also very much a creative pursuit. I
thoroughly enjoyed every second of it, which I was not expecting to. That was the catalyst I needed. You need
to get back to making music, Simon. You can do this. It was only important that I was making music just for
the fun of it, just like I did when I was 15 years old or whatever. From then on it was just a piece of cake
putting the whole thing together, because it was just about pleasure. No one buys music! No one cares about
albums! Does it stem from the idea that you are enabling this music to find a home out in the world? Well, at
the purest level there is an amount of ego about it. There is a selfishness about it to a degree. It may sound
stupid, but you know when you hear something, generally very late at night, and you very quickly become
obsessed about it? I look at it as a fan thing. I just love these things and I want to share them. I mean, it is a
business. Of course it is. I understand that the industry has changed over the years, and I get why people find it
quite a grim existence, because obviously from a keeping-a-business-running perspective, you need to sell
records. Bands have to be more realistic these days. That is just a fallacy. Also, people are lazy. People just
prefer to sit on the sofa and watch Netflix. I wish people went out to shows more. What am I going to do?
How have those experiences affected the way you approach making things? How does one pick themselves up
and keep creating when the universe seems to be working against them? We are programmed to deal with loss
more effectively than I think we give ourselves credit for. The time I noticed it most was when I lost my Dad.
I was in my 20s and he died just before he was He was a musician, too. When you experience loss at a young
age, it helps you with the stuff that comes later. Death and destruction will follow us around for the majority
of our life, but that can also be a motivating force. I try and find the positive in there somewhere. Even if the
energy or the darkness is quite all-consuming at some point, I always try and turn that into a positive. At a
certain point we left 4AD, our original label, and that ultimately was wrong. We went with a major label and
that was a terrible mistake. Liz and Robin lost their relationship and then the band broke up. In a very short
space of time we were dealing with a lot of things going horribly wrong. Robin had a massive drug problem.
Everything was taken away and we were declared bankrupt. Having been earning a decent amount of money
during the heyday of the band, to suddenly have nothingâ€”literally nothingâ€”was shocking. All that money
was either sniffed up noses or spent on equipment, and eventually we were left with zero. As bad as it was to
go, over the course of a couple of days, from having all of this gear to suddenly having to go back to making
things on a little 4-track recorderâ€¦to be honest, there was actually something super liberating about it. It was
like when you got your first guitar pedal, you know? I can make these amazing sounds with this one guitar
pedal? All of a sudden it was like that all over again. Stuff is just stuff. I was 40 years old when we lost the
studio. I also lost my marriage. But somehow I never felt crippled by it. I never went down the road of just
giving up and becoming a drug addict, which could have been a possibility. Dealing with that stuff, or
thinking now about how I dealt with it, seems significant when I look back on it. Same goes with the record
label. That kind of money in my little business world is very, very significant. Then a few months later our
licensing partner went bust and, again, I lost a shitload of money. I cannot keep recovering from these
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disasters. Instead, I somehow felt stronger as a result of it all. I still love music. I still love musicians. I still
feel excited about making things and helping other people make things. Over the course of 20 years it could
have easily just petered out into nothing. I could have just given up at the first sign of trouble. This was in ,
shortly after the demise of my own band another ending of sorts. One of my favorite bands of all time were
The Associates, and I hero-worshipped singer Billy Mackenzie for yearsâ€”not only because he asked me
aged 18 to walk his whippets on several occasionsâ€¦ Long story! Impossible a task as it seemed, it was a huge
honor to be involved, and I threw myself into it full force. The album was just reissued on One Little Indian.
While much of the album is stripped-back and starkâ€”as it felt it needed to beâ€”for one song I did add some
gentle wah-wah guitar and a fluid bass line. It was a massive privilege to be a small part of it. I like to think
Billy was smiling at what we produced. The noise elements are more widescreen than just playing with
volume. Very proud of the overall sound of this LP, too. We worked together on demos for what was to
become Lookaftering, and some of the recordings I have from those sessions are really fantastic. This was a
lovely track she and Anthony did together, and I played some piano for it. Our Broken Garden are Danish and
should be as heralded as so many lesser Scandinavian bands seem to be. And here are 5 lost treasures on Bella
Union: It never really achieved any kind of attention at all, but the handful of us that know it really love it.
Zach Tillman has talent to burn. That record ended up selling a million records here in Europe and everything
we released on either side of it seemed to sadly disappear without trace. BC Camplight - How To Die In The
North After a few personal disasters and label mishaps, hearing the early mixes of this gave me the feeling that
it could genuinely be the album of the year, and a real upturn in fortune for Philadelphia-native Brian
Christinzio. On the eve of release here, he got deported and was banned from Europe for a year. Thankfully he
is back in with all his problems behind him and an equally startling new LP!
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4: Short Essay on Perseverance - Essay for School Students
When you're rejected or don't get the job, it is vital, it is extremely vital to success. Because, if you don't experience that
negativity or that rejection, you won't have as much gratitude for the good things that come into your life.

After all, there are going to be challenges in life, and knowing how to persevere even amidst frustration or
disappointment will be a great life skill. Sports can help children learn how to push themselves physically,
play despite nerves or intimidation, and keep at it regardless of winning or losing. Even small children can
practice perseverance through very simple active games. In each of the five activities below there are
variations for young children to progress through. Start simple and help the child persevere as they learn and
practice new skills. Part of persevering is realizing that with hard work and dedication, you will develop new
capabilities to cope and succeed. You as the parent or teacher may even like to share some ways and
experiences you have persevered. You can talk about learning something new like cooking different types of
dishes or persevering in relationships getting to know new friends. Children love to hear stories about adults
they look up to, and this will also give them an opportunity to open up about something new they would like
to try and might feel a bit nervous about or tell you about an area they are having difficulty persevering in.
Some key phrases you might like to use are: To persevere means we do not let obstacles get in the way of our
goal. When we persevere we enjoy the journey and do not get discouraged if it is going in a way we did not
expect. Here are the activities to help children learn perseverance: Please note that a baseball is the perfect
sized ball to use with these activities! First throw the ball up and catch it. Then try it with one hand. Then try it
with the other had. Then try to clap after you throw the ball up, before you catch it again. Then try to clap
twice! Take the ball in one hand and try to make a circle with it around your waist. Then try to make a circle
around your legs. Then try to do a figure eight with the ball â€” around one leg, between the legs, then around
the other leg. For older children, you can try to have them drop the ball behind their back and catch it with the
opposite hand this is a bit tricky for small children who have little hands. Try to hit the ball when someone
throws it to you with something large, such as a tennis racket. Then try something smaller like a cricket or
baseball bat. Try asking your child to hit a ball with a bat , run, and then jump on a base. For younger children,
remembering three steps is a big deal. After they practice a few times, however, they will feel proud of how
they have caught onto the idea. For older children you can make a more complicated relay race. Face your
child and then take three steps back. Sit down and roll the ball to each other. These games are very simple but
can take perseverance for young children to get used to and get a handle on. As they practice, they will feel the
benefit of their hard work as the tasks get easier and they feel more confident with the various activities. This
is not a sponsored post and I received no compensation for a review on my blog. I was very excited to learn
about the opportunities for children in baseball in Australia and look forward to getting my boys involved in
our local club. Our whole family had a great time! If you liked the activities here and think your children could
grow from participating in a team sport that will contribute to their physical and mental health, you may like to
check out a baseball league near you! I was very impressed by the personality and skill of the coaches I met
and look forward to seeing how baseball can help my kids develop. Baseball Queensland runs programs from
T-ball to Little League, for boys and girls, from age 4 to adult, with a strict anti-bullying policy. To get more
information and find a club near you!
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5: Popular Theme Perseverance Books
Success Stories: Creative Perseverance Laurence Hallier, founder and CEO of Show Media, shares how a positive
culture and creative sales strategies overcame the perceived limitations of a.

By Karen Hattan November 15, For me, decorating and staging are my creative outlets. I look at each room,
each home, as a canvas to create something beautiful. And, since beauty is in the eye of the beholder, my job
is to create beauty for the person who lives there, or for the person who WILL live there in the future if
staging. I try to know my audience the recipients of the art, so to speak and create something they will connect
with and love. Along this little journey of mine, I have discovered something interesting about creating art,
which also pertains to the arts of decorating and staging. Someone who is painting on canvas, for instance,
begins with some background work. This usually involves a bunch of streaky looking paint that just is not
very pretty, or a sketch of the forms that will be filled in. In fact, it may look messy and boring really. Then
the painter may add more streaks or dots of color on top of that. Still looks weird, like not much. As more
detail is added, it begins to look like something â€¦ sort of. But still not great. However, if the painter stays
with it and it may take days or weeks! NOW it is a thing of beauty at least to the artist! Art by Katie Swatland
http: Or redoing their kitchen. What a mess, not very pretty at all. But when it is complete, they are so glad
they stayed with it and finished the project. Sculptors, painters, jewelers, wood-workers, actors, dancers, many
artists know this all too well. This is where perseverance, patience, and trust come in. When creating, both the
creator and the receiver of the art must remain patient and persevere until the creation is complete. They must
trust that in the end their vision for the piece will work. Believe it or not, many times the artist may doubt
herself along the way too! During the creation process, things may not look too hot. And sometimes the
process is messy and difficult! But if both the creator and the receiver of the art can be patient to finish the
project, in the end it will be wonderful. This applies to the art of decorating as well. During the process, you
may find yourself doubting. Sometimes we must tweak along the way, but stay with it! Remember when in the
process of painting, you are looking at your new color right up next to your old color, painting right on top of
your old color, and this will influence what you see. That old color will not be there at all after you paint, so
you must disregard it!! Once the whole room is painted, and the right accessories are added, it will look right.
Entry into fireplace room, large windowed den, and kitchen. All walls were white. Before Everything was
white, there was no color anywhere except the beams painted yellowy-green. She was tired of all the white
and wanted to warm it up a bit. The fireplace looked like a big green wall. We painted out the cabinets and the
beams using the white trim paint as well. I knew 3 things: By bringing a grayed-down green that was similar
to the leaves right outside her windows of the sunroom, I was connecting to both her view of nature that
absolutely could not be ignored, and her other walls which we were being painted a light gray. She had
patience, she trusted, and she persevered. The other night she lit the candles in her lanterns and sent me a
picture as she was sitting in her new room! Makes you want to curl up and read â€¦ and we are not through
decorating yet! Allow me to help you persevere and finish the project, and we can create something that not
only works, but also that you think is beautiful. When staging, the same creative process applies. It is
oftentimes messy, and is almost certainly a lot of work. Recoup many times your staging costs. Basically, you
sell your home faster, and for more money! Required strategic furniture rearrangement, paint, and a throw
blanket to bring it all together. So when involved in a creative process of any kind, please remember: Let me
help you! I can be your cheerleader along the way, as well as your decorator or home stager!! And stay tuned
to the big reveal of this room, the sunroom, and several other rooms in this fabulous home!
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6: Creative Perseverance
Perseverance Essay Examples. 16 total results. A Principle of the Courage in the Life. words. An Introduction to the
Creative Essay on the Topic of Perseverance.

We do our best to make sure our jury process is fair and equitable. Nonetheless, no one likes to send a
rejection letter; no one wants to receive a rejection letter. Just remember, next year is another application,
another jury and another chance. I enjoyed selling my work, not because of the money as much as for the
affirmation. Getting my work out there has entailed entering many shows. For a while I would get a little
despondent when those letters arrived, but I kept plugging away. Every once in a while I would be accepted to
a show, but the rejection letters seemed too abundant. Then I went through a period of being angry when those
ugly letters came. Actually, that was back in the day of submitting slides. If you were accepted, they kept the
slides to use your images to promote the show. This is what rejection used to look like. So, if I got rejected
from a show after that realization and I still did I just shook it off. Every juror has their own perspective, so
that can just be the luck of the draw. I tried to enter the same show the next year and hoped to have a juror or
jurors who happen to be attracted to my work. Judging artwork is subjective at best. There are other factors
that go into the rejection of work. There are only so many spaces available in a show and you may be
competing against throngs of artists. Sometimes exhibiting galleries try to get representation of artists from a
wide range of geographic areas or balance out different media or techniques and you just happen to be in a
crowded field. But when I did get accepted into a show it was sweeeeet. And fortunately, more often than not,
my work sold. I sold calendars featuring my photography online, and one day I got this e-mail out of the blue.
A woman from London, England bought my calendar and sent me a beautiful message describing how she
loved every photograph and how she had placed it in her kitchen so she could see it everyday. When I received
that e-mail I was overwhelmed with joy. It made every rejection letter I had ever received go away from
memory. Like, Paula Abdul, I embrace rejection because it makes me appreciate acceptance so much more. Ed
Lawrence, arts marketing director Share this:
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7: Patience and Perseverance and Trust - Home By Hattan
"Few things are impossible to diligence and skill. Great works are performed not by strength, but by perseverance."â€•
Samuel Johnson. I have often wondered what was the difference between people who give in and give up and those
who reach their personal goals and go far beyond the expectations of the world.

Dave Glowen Leave a comment Permanence, perseverance and persistence in spite of all obstacles,
discouragements, and impossibilities: It is this, that in all things distinguishes the strong soul from the weak.
Thomas Carlyle In the last post I talked about giving up the goals, I was never going to work towards. One of
the benefits of being empty is that the creative juices have begun to freely flow. It is a little long-winded, but
covers a lot of the research, discussing the differences in the left and right hemispheres of the brain. There are
exercises to help you distinguish which side is in control at the moment. Mental Crossroads The above
drawing is my interpretation of the left and right sides of the brain with the interconnecting neural pathways. I
think it came as a side effect of all the traveling we did as I grew up. We lived in 6 different countries by the
time I was The Illusion of Control â€” The Master allows things to happen. She shapes events as they come.
She steps out-of-the-way and lets the Tao speak for itself. A couple of days later, I felt the need to draw the
stairs and I wondered if I could draw them with my eyes closed 1 , then I attempted to draw them with my
eyes open 2, 3, 4 , after that I tried drawing cubes 5 , I even tried to draw a cube left-handed 6. This exercise
from DotRSotB is designed to get you to stop thinking with the left side of the brain allowing your right side
to take over. So instead of thinking: I am thinking this line goes here, the curve starts hereâ€¦ The first drawing
is from the book. Here is what they look like right side up: The lesson I learned from this is: If you have a
problem you can not solve, turn it upside down and look at it with a new perspective. My journey in to the
creative learning curve.
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8: Teaching Perseverance | www.enganchecubano.com
Perseverance definition, steady persistence in a course of action, a purpose, a state, etc., especially in spite of
difficulties, obstacles, or discouragement. See more.

The moment you take aim with your sniper rifle, you picture a small cross on your target and then fire! The
soldiers he trained had all surpassed that of an average man. Because in the battlefield, the opponent will never
show mercy, even to a female. Conversely, if a female soldier were to be taken captive, her fate would be even
more cruel due to the unspeakable ways of torture. Starting from the body, and then to their mind, her body
will be abused into a hollow husk! By choosing this path, instead of thinking about the state they will become
when they end up in the hands of their enemies, one should train even harder and suffer presently. A metal ball
weighed 2. In total, both her hands now carried a weight of 5kg. Ye Jian could clearly feel both her arms
gradually lowering due to the weight acting on them. Keep them there for 30 minutes, and do not let the bell in
the balls make a single sound! The timer starts now! The bell that was in the balls were those used for fishing.
Just a slight movement, or even a gentle breeze, would cause the bell to make a gentle sound. Only allowed on
Creativenovels. The ball in each of her hand was gradually becoming heavier, to a point where they wanted to
give in and sink. At this moment, the entire training room became a restricted area where even Battalion
Commander Yang could not walk in as he pleased. If there comes a day when you are carrying a 10kg sniper
rifle and have to strike like a commandoâ€¦ do you think you can do it? A shocking display of perseverance as
well as talent brought amazement to Principal Chen. Having seen those traits numerous times, watching them
again still brought about amazement to him. Both her hands maintained their position for 30 minutesâ€¦
without even the bell in the balls making a sound on her first attempt. That was a difficult task to complete
even for even a male sniper who just advanced to the intermediate level. But Ye Jian had done it! The beads of
perspiration trickled down her cheeks, and her clothes were drenched. That truly proved that this little lass was
one who could endure hardships. Now that 30 minutes had passed, it was time to stop. Because excess is just
as bad as deficiency.
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9: Creative Business Strategies â€“ Famous Quotes About Perseverance
Perseverance is a quality that every child can benefit from practicing. After all, there are going to be challenges in life,
and knowing how to persevere even amidst frustration or disappointment will be a great life skill.

Great works are performed not by strength, but by perseverance. While the definition of success may be
relative and mean different things for different people, there are habitual patterns in people that give clues to
how their life will eventually turn out regardless of what they pursue. Have you seen these patterns before?
Threads of incompletion in a majority of projects. A lack of definite purpose and a sense of direction. Evasive
techniques such as a lot of complaining, blame, and bitterness. Scathing criticism of things even before they
are allowed to bloom. Habits that do not support success. A lack of commitment and responsibility towards
major goals. Inability to focus on something for more than a few months. Refusal to follow through on
passions and things that matter. Giving up under the burden of setbacks and difficulties. Now, we may have all
had some or all of the above at some times of our lives or another and I certainly do not present the list to
judge or criticize our weaknesses. You may have to do something different and take a new approach if things
are continually resistant to working out. However, it is my intention to shine the light of awareness on some of
the patterns and the lack of perseverance that wreaks havoc in our lives. Hopefully, with some enhanced
awareness and inspiration, we can all put to rest some of those patterns in the lack of perseverance in our lives.
Whether it is that next creative project or something that you would love to complete, here are a few
suggestions to super charge your power of perseverance. What dominates your attention and your life? A deep
sense of negativity and cynicism or an implicit understanding of hope and possibility. While this may sound
trivial, do not underestimate the power of negativity and negative people as a downer to your power of
perseverance. Psychology research has shown repeatedly the power and efficacy of negativity and the
negativity bias that our brains are seemingly wired towards. Much as a peak performance coach would not
demand anything but the best from her athletes, so should you not expect anything less from the company you
keep. If people are discouraging you and putting you down, choose different company. If your brain is doling
out the negativity to you, stop listening and begin by replacing with thoughts and feelings that facilitate
perseverance and not destroy it. Time to lay that belief to rest for good. Every great person including Mother
Teresa and Nelson Mandela knew that what they were up against was seemingly impossible. However, they
did not dwell their attention on how it was impossible and could not be done. Instead, they went on towards
their greatest aspirations and dreams till the sun broke through the clouds of despair and the light shone its
way inside. They allow the single-minded pursuit of the skill that they want to master. They then practice at
the edge of their comfort level by slowly but surely honing their skills. They practice every sequence, every
stroke, every note till they have acquired mastery in their realm. McCartney hated music at school and went
through his entire education with no one recognizing his musical genius. Harrison was thought to have no
talent at school either. However, there may be no great people who did not put in a lot of work and persevere
till they became fluid and masterful in their arts. Do you allow yourself to persevere and develop your skills
before giving up on the problem? It is as if we have been wired with the famous flight and fight response when
things go too badly or even if they go too well. And we freak out when things go very wrong or if we become
successful beyond our wildest dreams. Perseverance and the perceived lack of results is enough to set in a
deep level of anxiety that things are not working. Alternatively, if things do work out, the change itself is
enough to provoke an anxiety deep enough to rethink the act of persevering. If you are not used to persevere
beyond a certain length, the passion, strong feelings and the continuity might just make you feel very unsettled
and the discomfort experienced may beg you to quit. But when you feel the discomfort of being in a
completely new territory of practice with your skills, you need to still go beyond that barrier. In fact, it may be
necessary to encounter the defeats, so you can know who you are, what you can rise from, how you can still
come out of it. Often, you may make the rationalization that something is not of great value to you but in
reality, you are learning invaluable skills if you stick with it. In hindsight, things and skills that do not beg the
attention of your perseverance and completion may prove to be very valuable. While this happens sometimes,
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you should not feel discouraged by the apparent lack of progress. One of the biggest threats to perseverance is
the lack of results and the subsequent quitting while it is still too soon to see any results. A better option is to
take very small steps and keep at it instead of taking a giant leap and then quitting. You also risk the potential
of burnout if you go all out and then quickly lose interest. You may need to dive deep into the core of why you
are doing something and keep that intention steadfast in your attention. In other words, small steps are highly
effective and perhaps the best way to maintain perseverance over long periods of time. The problem with
those long-term fears is that they appear in your next project and then the next. It is almost that they get
emboldened by the lack of perseverance. However, the converse is also true. Once, you allow the fears to be
there and act in spite of them, you demonstrate to yourself that you have the ability to transcend fears in any
setting. Fear to persevere is a very common fear and the sooner you acknowledge it, take a deep breath and
begin moving along, the better it is for your goals. Our brains make sense of the world though self-evidence
and through social proof. If incompletions become habitual, it becomes very difficult to believe and convince
your deep inner self and your conscious brain that you have what it takes to complete something. The solution
is to complete any incompletions in your life or to finally allow them to be released from your consciousness.
In my yester years, I was all set out to become a professional tennis player but unfortunately that story did not
turn out as I planned. I gave up on playing the game but saved my old tennis gear if I ever took up the sport
again. However, whenever I saw the gear, it only reminded me of my incompletions and undermined my
belief in myself to persevere in other projects. Everyone wants to succeed quickly but failure is interwoven
into the story of success and perseverance. Failure teaches you how to adjust your sails to navigate the seas of
uncertainty and do things differently. If you change the meaning that you assign failure and setbacks, you will
have much better success in perseverance. If you take failure and use it to your advantage, you can persevere
the change of seasons without losing hope. What About Will And Determination? However, the will power
that exhausts is the day-to-day kind that you will have to replenish through sleep and rest. There is a greater
will or determination that arises out of intrinsic motivation and a deep sense of connectedness to a great
purpose that shines through unsuccessful moments and propels people forward. It is this self-determination,
the idea that what you are pursuing is really worth it that fuels success. To connect to this deep place of will,
you will have to determine the underlying reasons why you want to do something and why you want to
persevere. When you can connect your goals to a higher purpose and something that invokes strong feelings of
awe and wonder in you, you have a better chance at perseverance. Martin Luther King, Jr And if you find
yourself succumbing to one of the above for a brief moment, pick yourself up, brush yourself off, whisper a
prayer, and start where you left off. But never, ever, ever give up. Goodrich Defeat whispers into your ears
frequently but if you have determined to follow the course and stay the length, pay no heed to it because its
sounds only betray your deepest wishes. The most important lesson you may learn on the path of perseverance
is that the chances to quit will be plenty and the roads will diverge many times. The choice is yours to make if
your power of perseverance is greater than the sum of relief that defeat will provide. Many times, staying the
course is uncomfortable and scary and uncertain and you will want to quit. Always remember that no matter
what happens, you should continue forward. Even if it means taking a rest and repurposing your plan, you
need to move forward. Even if it means taking the assistance of others, you need to move forward. Every
success and journey of perseverance becomes a habit. Every act of quitting takes you closer to making it a
habit of quitting. Tolkien, The Hobbit Even though we all know this, it does not seem that way when you are
in the middle of the storm. Your world turns upside down and all you think of is a way out, an escape. Take a
deep breath and settle in the understanding and awareness that nothing lasts forever. How would your life look
like in a year, in 5 years and in 10 years? Would you still be concerned with the temporary storms that you are
facing at the moment? How would you feel if you gave a long-term plan and dream for temporary storms that
will pass? You want to write but do not carve any writing time out. You want to work on a new business idea
but you are too caught up with what is on television. I grappled with the idea of time and focus for a while and
then it struck me that my attention in the moment and the habits that I had cultivated were creating my future
and allowing me to persevere or to quit. Do your habits and structures support the idea that you want to
persevere in your projects? Do you consistently take habitual actions that allow you to persevere in the first
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place? It is a case of misplaced attention when you criticize yourself of lack of determination or perseverance
when you have not cultivated any habits that allow you to stay the course. Are you asking for the right
support? What are you doing with your time and what habits do you have? What habits are sucking away all
your time and energy that you may need to replace with in order to create habits that allow you to persevere?
For example, negative mind chatter that things will fail and there is no point trying bothered me for a while till
I realized that this negative thinking was just a habit that my mind was engaging habitually.
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